GuideU
Lighting the way

Benefits
No maintenance intervals and no life
limitation
Non electrical
Easiest installation on the market
Cuttable on board
Patent capsulated system makes sealant
or end caps obsolete

GuideU is the most elegant and innovative floor
path marking system available for aircraft cabins.
Its photoluminescent strips are easy to install,
lightweight, and work completely electricityfree. Additionally, this patented technology
“Made in Germany” is 100 % customizable in
color and shape making it the trusted choice for
all commercial aircraft.

One-piece system that reduces logistic
expanses
Lightweight
Scratch protection
FAA/EASA approved
Validated by most local authorities

GuideU is the next generation of non-electrical floor path
marking systems. In the event of an emergency when cabin
lighting fails, these photoluminescent strips guide passengers reliably to the exits. GuideU quickly recharges during
normal cabin lighting and is even faster to install. No special
tools are needed during the fitting of the strips that can
simply be cut to length at the installation site.

Fully customizable

GuideU is available in a wide range of
colors so it blends smoothly into your
existing cabin design.

Fillers in various heights allow adapting the light strip assembly height to
different carpets.
An optional carpet protector can be
used in order to protect the carpet
edges against damage.

The smart adapter allows customers
to upgrade their floor path marking
from an old system to the GuideU
1000-Series.

Cut and glow
It doesn’t take much to replace your old floor path marking system and install GuideU.
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Cut

Cut the strips with our special
GuideU scissors – straight and
diagonally possible.
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Remove

Remove the protective foil of the
double-sided tape from the backside
of the strips.

Fix

Fix the strips with light pressure.
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Ready! Marvel at your kprecise
and fast work.
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With its highly individual design options, GuideU goes
beyond the mere functionality of an ordinary emergency
system. kg

Contact
Lufthansa Technik AG
Weg beim Jaeger 193 I 22335 Hamburg I Germany
guideu@lht.dlh.de
GuideU.com I lufthansa-technik.com

▪ GuideU can be 100 % customized to the individual curves
in both galleys and carpeted cabin areas.
▪ Our CustomFit technology integrates the structure and
design of the chosen carpet into the surface of the strip,
making it almost invisible under normal lighting
conditions.
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Customize your strip

